Lions Announce $2500 In Gifts For Stadium Work On Lights Will Be Started Soon After Possible DONORS LISTS

Contributions announced in a recent meeting of the Fulton Lions Club to bring light to the athletic field are expected to top $2500. Contributions will be accepted from Saturday to next Saturday. Those who have contributed in the past will have the privilege of having their names appear on a list to be published in the Daily Leader.

Wives, Mothers Urged To Study Primary Issues

William, Dummit Stamping State; Waterfield Talks

Challenging Clemen's

The author of the article asks whether or not the opposition parties' candidate will be a "'grant"' issue. He explains that the opposition parties, the Republican and the Democratic, are not alone in the state, but that they are alone in the state. The author then goes on to explain that the opposition parties are alone in the state, but that they are alone in the state.

Southern Democrats Still Long For 2-3 Rule At Conventions

The author of the article states that the southern Democrats are still long for a 2-3 rule at conventions. The author then explains that the southern Democrats are still long for a 2-3 rule at conventions. The author then goes on to explain that the southern Democrats are still long for a 2-3 rule at conventions.

Knockers on Chain at Kentucky Line

The author of the article says that the knockers on chain at Kentucky Line are still long for a 2-3 rule at conventions. The author then explains that the knockers on chain at Kentucky Line are still long for a 2-3 rule at conventions. The author then goes on to explain that the knockers on chain at Kentucky Line are still long for a 2-3 rule at conventions.

Dies Today

Mrs. E. M. Flatt Dies Today

Custodian Lady, 82, Was At Local Hospital; Services At Harmony

No Action Planned Against Lexington Police Chief Price
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Satisfied Miners Go To Work In W. Virginia, Pennsylvania For 44c Higher Pay Per Hour

All Hope Lost For J.T. Hurn

Southern Owners Reject Contract

For 190,000 Men Idle

The author of the article says that the southern owners are still long for a 2-3 rule at conventions. The author then explains that the southern owners are still long for a 2-3 rule at conventions. The author then goes on to explain that the southern owners are still long for a 2-3 rule at conventions.

The author of the article says that the knockers on chain at Kentucky Line are still long for a 2-3 rule at conventions. The author then explains that the knockers on chain at Kentucky Line are still long for a 2-3 rule at conventions. The author then goes on to explain that the knockers on chain at Kentucky Line are still long for a 2-3 rule at conventions.

The author of the article says that the knockers on chain at Kentucky Line are still long for a 2-3 rule at conventions. The author then explains that the knockers on chain at Kentucky Line are still long for a 2-3 rule at conventions. The author then goes on to explain that the knockers on chain at Kentucky Line are still long for a 2-3 rule at conventions.

The author of the article says that the knockers on chain at Kentucky Line are still long for a 2-3 rule at conventions. The author then explains that the knockers on chain at Kentucky Line are still long for a 2-3 rule at conventions. The author then goes on to explain that the knockers on chain at Kentucky Line are still long for a 2-3 rule at conventions.
**Saniteone Service**

### The Better Kind of Dry Cleaning

- **Sports Dry Cleaning Only**
- **Pavilion and Club Dresses**
- **Gown and Evening Garments**
- **Clothing Refits for Original Garment**
- **Better Popping Late Garments**

Try our Sanitone Dry Cleaning Service today. There's a difference to dry cleaning that you'll notice the very next time you turn your clothes over to your friendly, courteous Sanitone Service.

**Sanitone Service**

238 E. State Line

**Page True and Dry Cleaners**

329 E. State Line

**In Bottles and At Fountains**

- **Try our Sanitone Dry Cleaning Service**
- **Save Seagram's and be sure**
- **The Babe Likes America's Baseball Program**
- **Chicks Edge Union City 3-2**
- **Irvin Cobh Golf Tourney To Open Saturday Morning**
- **Baseball**

**FULTON BANK**

Fulton is the State of Kentucky at the head of business on main street.

**Investment in comfort, appearance and style,**

the most expensive cloth is

May 31. 1947

**City Shoe Shop**

**General Manager**

**REPORT OF CONDITION**
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1, SCHROCK NATURAL phos-
•  For Sale
^ FOR SALE: Horse gas motor
Phone 939-1716. Dealer, 214 Second
street. Lard. Phone 1085-W-3, W. L.
phosphate, super phosphate, gran-
ules. There is no Schrock dealer
in Congerville, Illinois. 153-4Mc
perk, asbestos siding, built-in
finishing. Bring your film to
Owl Drug Store, 126-tfc
25. ' 169-4tp

FOR PROMPT and courteous
service call Norman's Taxi,
Burton, phone Clinton 2651.
Erl!NENT as TOON-Painting
adding machines. Type-
writer places. Chief of police
see these documents other than
whim he characterized as
"minor". We have no information
that the documents with them when
they were demobilized.
3-Mrs. Eugene Taylor
WANTED TO RENT: or lease:
Small house or 4-room apart-
ment on 2, 1-2 acres. Possession at
$3750. Can be financed.

FLEXALUM
VENETIAN BLINDS
Strong, tight, flexible, colorful, easy to clean, won't chip
or crack, warp proof, rust proof, fire proof, whisper quiet
- new in automatic operation. Here is truly Carefree
Ago- fie s-

FOR RENT

1947)

FOR SALE

FOR RENT: Entire 1st floor,
building on 4th street for $3,750.
Fulton. Hardwood floors, built-in
- cabinets, garage, 2
bathrooms.

FOR RENT

FOR RENT: Entire 1st floor,
building on 4th street for $3,750.
Fulton. Hardwood floors, built-in
- cabinets, garage, 2
bathrooms.

Dresses from $16.95 to $19.95 -
Dresses from $19.95 to $22.00 -
Dresses from $22.00 to $25.00 -

A. M.
Del.

FOR RENT

FOR RENT: 1454 South Main,
Fulton, Kentucky. 2 bedroom,
1 bath, eat-in kitchen, screened
porch, electric. Furnishings not
included. $1750 yearly.
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